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Abstract: Cyberspace is by itself a dimension that has own unique nature with characteristics that shape and
affect global security environment as well as national security. The objective of this paper is to explore the
nature of cyberspace as a warfare domain and assess its implications to national security. The unique nature
of cyberspace as a warfare domain has different forms of impact on effect to the conduct of warfare and national
security. The increasing use of advanced information systems and proliferation indicates that such
development leads to cyberspace achieving a more direct implication and decisive effect to national security.
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INTRODUCTION Hence, to address the potential effects and vulnerabilities

Cyberspace as an independent realm of war is still outset to understand the nature of cyberspace as a
been disputed and not explored as a different and whole warfare domain.
dimension. Thus far cyberspace has been literally taken as The  objective of  this  paper is to explore the nature
a medium of communications for transaction of data and of  cyberspace  as  a  warfare  domain  from  analysis  of
information. On the conduct of warfare and addressing the ICT development, elements and entities that make-up
national security concerns, the focus generally has been the virtual dimension and from which assess its
on systems and means that generate communications implications  to  national  security.  This  paper  is in
capability for wider information interaction within the context of the post September 11 global security
cyber dimension. However, increasingly evidence, the environment and from the perspective of a state national
emergence of cyber security threats has and potentially security interest.
challenging contemporary national security concept. As
national critical infrastructure becomes more dependent Cyberspace and National Security: In the contemporary
on computer networks for their operation, new world, globalisation is a phenomenon that has been
vulnerabilities are created [1, 2]. As such, the information redefining global security environment, as well as many
age, known for progress made in providing rapid access other aspects of human affairs [1, 5]. One of the
to data and information exchange, also creates new significant enabler of such global phenomena has been
challenges to national security [3, 4]. data and information flows that transcend through

The increasing use of advanced information systems cyberspace [3, 4]. While there is growing concerns over
and information and communications technology (ICT), the changing global security environment and the nature
couple with proliferation of cyber security issues, of war especially in post September 11, scholars and
indicates that cyberspace could be achieving a more policy makers continues to study and debate on
direct and decisive effect to state national security. As globalisation phenomena issues with focus on human
such, the extent of cyberspace potentials in warfare that security, political, economic and social effects [6].
could affect national defence and security need to be However, little attention has been given comparatively
appreciated as state becomes more dependent on concerning cyberspace as a dimension that has enables
advanced information systems for national security. such global network of interactions.

from cyberspace to national security, it is necessary at the
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Increasingly from early years of the 21  century, the observations from [14] on the different kinds of spacest

cyber attacks on nation states interest such as on The as studied by [11], the attributes of cyberspace can be
United States, Estonia and Georgia has been alarming and constructed base on the notion of livability in this
raising global concerns. This nature of attack on nation dimension and consideration of factors that shape
states interest signals the emergence of cyber security cyberspace construction as follows: (a) physical space
threats that has and potentially challenging contemporary has possibility of action and livability that can host
warfare and security concept. Thus far cyberspace has communities and organised in spatial sub-structures. Its
been literally taken as a medium of communications for time is irreversible; where one does not have control, (b)
transaction of data and information. On warfare and mental space does not have any livability characteristic,
national security that are associated to cyberspace, the neither possibility of action or spatial organisation.
focus generally has been on the systems and means that Mental space is where intentions are formulated and
generate such communications capability for globalise organised, (c) cyberspace has control over its time,
interaction within the cyber dimension. whereas physical space is affected by its irreversibility,

In addressing emerging challenges emanating from (d) cyberspace is an actual zone, where activities can take
cyberspace, application of contemporary warfare place, such as exchange of information, modifications of
concepts and theories may not provide understanding the virtual environments, (e) communities, intended as
about the natural environment of cyberspace. Hence, in groups of people sharing the same interests, as well as
recent years, there have been developments in U.S., actions.
China, Russia and India on cyberspace effect as a key
military capability with potentials for application in The Nature of Cyberspace: From the elements and entities
offence and defence [4, 7, 8]. Such interest by these explored, with account of the human activities and
leading countries in the development and exploration of security environment issues that interact within the virtual
potentials from cyberspace dimension thus highlights its dimension. The following are the 16 attributes that
significance to national security. However, the extent presents the unique nature of cyberspace as a warfare
cyberspace could become a dimension of legitimate domain.
threats to national security has yet to be ascertain beyond
conceptual studies [1, 2, 9]. Current studies and literatures Social: It is a social and business world, where market and
lacks focus on cyberspace as a warfare domain that could technological way of life shape the society. As
have highlighted the different forms of doctrine, strategy, consequent, national and military operational security
force structure and capability required of a nation state to becomes  more challenging as more open international
combat new forms of vulnerabilities with varying effects and  free  access  media  enhance public awareness on
to national security. both local and international issues that complicates

Nature of a Dimension action. However cultural globalisation increases the
Materiality of Cyberspace: Deriving from the literatures, intensity of outside influence on all cultures [15]. The
the term ‘cyber’ and ‘space’, space assumes the meaning outcome is rise in nationalism, ethnic, economic, religion
of physical object, whereas cyber gives it the immaterial and culture issues. The interaction potentially causes
characteristic [10, 11, 12]. In the recent years, it assumed social tension and instability within conservative
a meaning of one that which belongs to the digital world, societies.
consequently it reaches a point in which it could be
assimilated to ‘virtual’ [11, 13]. As for what make-up the Virtual: The development of independent virtual realities
object of cyberspace, literatures do imply that none reflect where real world actors can interact on-line in virtually
any materiality in cyberspace. The touch ability is still the created worlds. These include sophisticated games,
main characteristic for defining the physical properties simulation and entertainment and systems that simulate or
that is being molecular. As such cyberspace is not a resemble the real world. Some complete with economic
physical space and its livability is arguable. If the and social interactions. These worlds are distinct from
consideration is about livability as molecular presence, traditional cyber systems and in many ways defy ability
then the dimension of cyberspace is not livable [10, 11]. to monitor actions that occur in them. The simplest of

Construction Factors: Base on the principal basis of would, if both were the real world populations, it would be
cyberspace being void of molecular presence, while taking one of the largest nation states [3, 16].

attempts  to  explain  reasons for aggressive military

these virtual worlds such as MySpace and Facebook
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Virtual Reality: Similar to the above virtual nature, some Similar attack against government computers in Georgia
of the characteristics of this new dimension are designed during its conflict with Russia, although one could
with deliberate real world connections. Thus, for example, suspect governmental involvement in the 2008 attacks
consider the mixed reality world that is linking the real [18].
world and the virtual that the U.S. creates for its own
advantage when utilises virtual medium to control Global: The extent of its global reach is manifest in the
Predators UAV in the Afghanistan and Pakistan region exponential growth of cyberspace utility in trade,
whose real world consequences are kinetic effects and technology and financial flows; in the continuing growth
deadly [17]. Even if only for its use as a conventional fire and increasing influence of international civil society
power  and  force projection mechanism, the virtual world actors; in the global operations of transnational
is one of critical national security interest. corporations; in the vast increase in trans-boundary

Interactive: But the challenges of the virtual world are via the Internet; and in the increased internationalisation
most relevant when they overlap into the physical world. of certain types of criminal activity. The fast pace of
The interactive nature of cyberspace makes it an ideal technological change also triggered a new phase of global
place for phishing that is actually a virtual trap to lure for reach founded in cheap telecommunications [19]. Global
secured information using an official-looking or friendly reach by means of communications through cyberspace
request [17]. The ensuing result is increasing the that is available to global actors, both state and non-state.
likelihood that individuals will be unwittingly be recruited
to act against their own interests or, depending on what Dependent: The world communities at large have become
been disclosed, confidential information on the national sufficiently dependent upon the cyber domain for
interests, company or organisation. communication and control of the physical world that

Vulnerable: The nature of cyberspace risk arises from a globalisation cannot be undone [20]. This is especially
systematically  greater  inability  to   control  information. true given increased reliance on cyberspace for national
In cyberspace even more than the traditional dimension, security functions.
the distinction between operational information and data
security is disappearing. This will have the real world Insecure: Globalised production of both cyber hardware
consequence of making national interest vulnerable to and software for example in China and India makes it
attacks on information systems and things been operated. virtually impossible to provide either supply chain or
As such, the virtual world actually also fosters a product assurance. Example of such key concern is on
degradation of security, thus makes it vulnerable. security features set by telecommunications product and

Unregulated: Other vulnerabilities arise from other has caused concern to some states.
interactions between the cyberspace and real world
events. National security threats may arise, for example, Unscale: The scalability of the cyberspace dimension
when digital virtual currencies are traded in a cyberspace makes it qualitatively different. It is not about dealing with
in a manner that effectuates the real world transfer of a conventional fire power like a bomb, which even in the
funds for purposes of illegal transaction. It is, in effect, an most extreme circumstances has a physically limited range
unregulated system of exchange. It inevitably thus creates [9]. However, enable by the element and an entity that
a situation that is open for manipulation of the system. allows communication and control, real world operations

Anonymous: Another big concern in cyberspace is
identifying the adversaries and attacker. It is different in Elite: Like many other specialised fields of knowledge,
the cyberspace than in the real world. Although in the operations within the domain are controlled by a relatively
physical world that is sometime a challenge, but forensic small number of people. Everyday users do not have the
capabilities in physical space are far more advanced than practical ability to modify or control the software and
in the cyberspace. For example, that cyber attacks against hardware that they use. In simple term, a small number of
Estonian in 2007 were sufficient to cause NATO to people effectively control, or can manipulate the
develop and approve a new cyber defence policy [18]. cyberspace universe.

communication and information exchanges, most notably

disassociation is effectively impossible. As such cyber

service provider such as those on Blackberry phone that

on a global scale is unlimited.
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Uncontrollable: Despite the concentration of specialised war. In addition, cyber operations offer the means to
knowledge required, the distributed nature of the cyber expedite other operational functions previously
domain prevents any one single person or group from conducted through traditional dimensions; namely sea,
exercising complete control. Because of the land, air and space. In the effort to influence, whether
interconnectedness and interoperability of cyberspace, no focused on an individual, an organisation, or an entire
concerted effort of positive control is feasible. society, cyberspace is a key operational medium via which

Dynamic: Changes in the cyber domain occur with great Hezbollah in the Second Lebanon War against much
rapidity based on ever advancing ICT [4]. The technologically superior Israel Defence Force [23].
interconnectedness of cyberspace enhances this However, considering modern organisations and nation
consequence of acceleration. A cause for concern is that state dependence on the global cyberspace infrastructure,
each change creates a new cycle of vulnerability and new sources of vulnerabilities are vulnerable targets for
response. Far from being static, cyberspace is dynamic. strategic effect attack, especially from an asymmetric form

Ubiquitous: The distribution of cyber assets spans all
types of organisations, from closed systems and Implications to State National Security: National security
governmentally controlled ones to systems owned and refers to the concept of comprehensive security which
operated by non-profit and profit making members of the includes traditional and non-traditional security [5]. In the
public, each with different resources, capabilities and contemporary global security environment where the
concerns. process of globalisation has been recognised by scholars

Discrete: Finally, the nature of cyberspace is such that concern to national security becomes more complex [1, 5].
the users currently lack the technical capacity to attribute One of which is the need to balance between security of
actions to the responsible actors with a high degree of state and the concern on human security dimension in
confidence [21]. Though identity may sometimes be international relations. Part of the complexity arises due to
determined, the process is difficult and as such practical the awareness and concern on non-traditional issues in
anonymity is achievable. particular human security [15]. Couple with cyberspace as

Cyberspace as a Warfare Domain: As cyberspace has its complexity do actually poses new challenges to the
own distinct parameters and perimeters, one can define formulation of national security policy.
the warfare domain within this space. Such distinctions  Consequent to the unique nature of cyberspace and
that exist form the warfare domain in cyberspace that it is the growing potentials of cyberspace utility, the dividing
different from the traditional warfare domain of land, sea, line between criminal act and war aggression is blurred
air and space. In cyberspace warfare domain, traditional and identifying adversaries let alone the source is
and conventional national security measures in term of difficult. Compounded further is such that in warfare, the
doctrine and security services force structure will not fundamental order that activities and issues in the
work as effectively as they do in the physical world [22]. physical world in term of national security have less ready
Often, in security and warfare involves systems for the security and military measure or application in the virtual
detection, avoidance and mitigation of threats. In the world [3, 4]. The void in such order or setting for national
globalised cyberspace these efforts to detect and monitor security could be in lack of strategy, policy and doctrine.
threats are sometimes technologically unfeasible. In a The emerging cyber related security issues that
world where the identity of the threat cannot be compromise national security such as the November 2010
determined with confidence, mitigation of such threat is Wikeleaks disclosure, do make clear that individuals
challenging. Moreover, traditional models of deterrence, including nation states are becoming dangerously over
which rely on the identification and engagement of reliant on ICT and interactions through cyberspace.
potential aggressors, cannot operate as readily in the  On contrary, although acknowledged and deeply
cyberspace [21]. concerns with those ensuing events, state cyberspace

Cyberspace as a dimension provides adversaries a security and national security policy have yet to mature
new environment to conduct offensive and defensive in its development especially in most developing states.
operations in context of cyberspace as a domain to wage As such for this paper, the implications to a state national

strategic influence is conducted. This was achieved by

of warfare [24].

and policy makers as a global phenomena that make the

one of the key enabler of globalisation, the increased
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security is assessed on global wide context based on the Thus, the concept of security has been broadened
national security sectors by [25], encompassing the beyond the strict traditional security and military
military, political, economic, societal and environmental. dimension to include economic, societal and

Military: Despite the new shape of global security norm of state sovereignty has come under increasing
environment, use of military force as an instrument of pressure at international level that could even be from
state been argued still relevant [26]. However, the security anonymous non-state actors [6].
environment in context of cyberspace makes
quantification of risks becomes harder, couple with the Economic: In economic perspective, even to the extent
nature of cyberspace such as virtual and global. It will that traditional security management practices are
becomes increasingly difficult to mobilise a civil-society effective, it represents a direct and significant cost to the
to engage in a conflict and as such military operations in national ICT security system. Each layer of security to
cyberspace has to become more discretionary and state prevent unwarranted intrusions is also a potential barrier
need to become much more selective in the use of the to the efficient operation of a cyber system. Security
military as state instrument [27, 28]. always creates a cost of some sort and that cost will need

Strategic uncertainty requires national security and to be borne by some actor in the system [16]. Thus, one
defence to be flexible and adaptable to respond to the must recognise that the collective cost of the existing
unexpected as readily as one manages the expected, more vulnerabilities paid by society is going to be very large.
routine issues. Adding to the difficulty, is the fact that the All of the protective measures taken today such as
concept of national defence has broadened beyond firewalls, monitoring systems and audits, are effectively,
regional boundary and the Armed Forces has been drawn transaction costs that add nothing productive to the
into a variety of contingencies that may have little to do system. Likewise, the social costs that remain from the
with its traditional roles and functions [1, 5, 29]. The vulnerabilities that are not resolved remains as cause for
Armed Forces faces a dilemma: how to respond to the concern.
characteristics of the new environment and dimension, Weapons and peace, in short, are held to be
nurture a proper relationship with society, prepare for the incompatible: the more one has the former, the less likely
future and yet retain its primary purpose [4]. one is to enjoy the latter [31]. Government has to rethink

policy and increase social spending to avoid exacerbating
Political: In political context, contemporary wars and the social fallout from the deteriorating economic
conflicts lack the sense of ultimate as well as extreme situation. Even with the rising concern over cyberspace
danger posed by major wars of the past and therefore effects and vulnerabilities, as in the past the public at
directly question the relevance of nation state policy such large do not support excessive expenditure over other
as the use of military as state instrument in non-traditional social priorities such as education and health services
security issues [5, 6]. These circumstances challenge the [32].
use of military options and bound political considerations
as to how to accommodate and adjust the impact of the Societal: Worldwide interaction through cyberspace is a
global reach and awareness of cyberspace into national global phenomenon that has transformed every aspect of
security agenda. society and culture [19]. The unique nature of cyberspace

 Cyberspace that has facilitates the global awareness in context of the new international system has its own
and growth of democracy has also weakened ability of logic that influences security concern in virtually every
most states to serve vital interests of the population state and society [19, 15]. The ubiquitous nature of
unilaterally and to a certain extent cause decline in state cyberspace has unleashed the global spread of
and ruling government authority. The extent that cause knowledge and awareness that include societal issues and
the tendency of waning nation state autonomy and the human security in particular. Social interaction through
transnational nature of many security policy issues, where cyberspace, although not a new phenomenon, is
a state does not have full control over results due to the unquestionably of paramount significance for all nation
regional or international context [5, 29]. This is because states, developed or developing, rich or poor, large or
important security issues connected directly to national small is a contested set of phenomena because the states
interests, which in the past have been low profile, are now and individuals participating in the interaction process
attracting more attention in a democratic process [30]. benefit differently [19].

environmental factors [1, 5]. As a result, the traditionally
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Cyberspace that has facilitates the growth and impact missions in this new warfare domain. The current speed at
of globalisation, also implies a shift in geography whereby which the cyberspace is evolving goes hand in hand with
borders have become increasingly porous amongst other growing effects and vulnerabilities on the national
things [33]. The process of globalisation depicts a security. This lead to a potential critical period that faced
compression of time and space, shrinking distances by the policy makers and strategies after World War I
through a dramatic reduction in the time taken, either when the potential of the air domain was realised and
physically or representational, to cross them [6]. As a sought to develop airpower doctrine.
result, through cyberspace the world seems a smaller
place as issues of the environment; economics, politics CONCLUSION
and including security intersect more deeply at more
points in human affairs [5, 29]. Cyberspace as such allow The elements and entities that make-up the virtual
for the increasingly complex interactions between dimension shows that cyberspace has its own distinct
individuals, enterprises, institutions and markets across parameters and perimeters and one can define the warfare
national borders [34]. domain within this dimension. The virtual dimension

known as cyberspace exists in the same sense that land,
Environmental: Changes in the natural environment can sea,  air  and  space do from the perspectives of warfare
threaten security of a state in a number of ways. The and national security. Cyberspace is like other dimensions
oldest aspect of environmental issues in the world politics in  warfare,  cyberspace  is  global in its reach and effect.
and security involves the possession of natural resources It hosts a full range of human and societal activities, one
[34]. Multinational corporation (MNC) exploitation of of which is war fighting. Warfare in cyberspace dimension
natural resources through dominant in information access could be wage by states and non-states actors with
will continues unabated in regions where legislation considerable implications in term of effects and
regarding environment protection still not fully vulnerabilities to national security, encompassing both
established. MNC and other global market stakeholders traditional and non-traditional security concerns. The
are the elite in context of cyberspace utility such in increasing use of advanced information systems and the
misinformation to global societies and individuals. These proliferation of information technology in nation state do
include new sources of minerals such as the seabed of lead to cyberspace achieving a more direct and decisive
South China Sea, potentially increasing the potential for effect to national security. Consequent to the evolving
dispute in regional states. global security environment stimulated by ICT, it is

Future Challenges: One of the most challenging issues capability development must evolve to meet and address
will be to what degree the national security policy makers the challenges in cyberspace.
will take the lead in defining and advancing this new
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